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Abstract: This qualitative paper contends that as news media are faced with growing commercial
pressures and changing news consumption habits, they need to rethink their relationship with
two of their main stakeholders: readers and advertisers. Multi-stakeholder marketing provides a
useful conceptual framework for such an exercise, since it invites media practitioners to reconcile
the conflicting interests of different stakeholders. This study aims to understand journalists’ levels
of multi-stakeholder thinking regarding advertisers and readers. To explore how contemporary
journalists see their role with regard to distinct stakeholders in the news ecosystem, we interviewed
14 Belgian journalists working for legacy and digital native news media. The goal of this exploratory
study is to examine (1) how journalists perceive and rethink their dependence on readers and
advertisers in the digital news ecosystem and (2) how their perception of the digital news ecosystem
influences their attitudes towards these stakeholders. Findings indicate that journalists tend to see
the value of readers in monetary terms and believe increasing reader revenue will help journalism
survive. Other types of reader value (feedback, expertise, and content) are peripheral. This focus
on subscribers also seems to coincide with a devaluation of other stakeholders like advertisers and
non-paying readers.

Keywords: stakeholder marketing; news media; news business studies; subscribers; advertising

1. Introduction

Like any company, a news organization does not exist on its own but is always part
of a complex ecosystem of interdependent stakeholders exchanging value between one
another (Hillebrand et al. 2015). However, unlike other companies, news media are typically
characterized by their pursuit of both democratic and financial goals. To avoid that the
interests of advertisers (commercial) would collide with those of readers (democratic),
commercial news media have traditionally separated their advertising departments from
the newsroom (Lauerer 2019). This model has been predominant and stable in the news
industry in the 20th century and has kept the news business a solid industry while at
the same time providing independent journalism at an affordable price (Picard 2014).
Meanwhile, these democratic goals have been cemented in journalists’ role perceptions to
remain independent of commercial influences (Deuze 2005).

However, further commercialization and the rise of platforms at the beginning of
the 21st century have created a much more unstable stakeholder system that has urged
news companies to reconsider their relationships with readers and advertisers. Advertisers
have been pulling their ads from news sites in favor of new digital players (McNair 2018),
while readers are showing a decreased willingness to pay for news (Costera Meijer 2020;
Swart et al. 2018; Chyi and Ng 2020; Rosen 2006). Faced with the double commercial
challenge of attracting readers and advertising revenue, news media saw the need to
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develop a new value exchange between their stakeholders to support journalism in a
sustainable way.

This comes with a redrawing of the internal separation between the commercial
and editorial side of news media, as editors and managers consider it a hurdle for in-
novation (Cornia et al. 2018). Newsrooms are the departments at news media that pur-
sue democratic goals, but the increasing commercial pressure on newsrooms has been
troubling journalism researchers, as this can interfere with the democratic role of news
media by blurring the line between commercial and editorial content in the shape of na-
tive advertising (Amazeen and Wojdynski 2019), by reducing the number of journalists
(Trappel and Tomaz 2021), and by sacrificing quality over quantity, which has led to click-
bait and churnalism (Jackson and Moloney 2016). In contrast, studies into entrepreneurial
journalism have argued that journalists need to be involved more in the business side of
news media in order to create a sustainable future, but the lack of a strategic framework to
do so without sacrificing their democratic role makes it difficult for journalists to navigate
this duality (Rafter 2016; Vos and Singer 2016).

Marketing scholars have argued that stakeholder marketing has been proven to be use-
ful in other industries (e.g., green energy and education) for incorporating their societal roles
alongside their financial goals (Driessen and Hillebrand 2013; Laczniak and Murphy 2012),
but stakeholder marketing has not yet been studied in a news media context. Moreover,
some researchers argue that a need exists for a strategic framework that encompasses
both the editorial and commercial side of news media instead of separating the two
(Nielsen 2016; Picard and Lowe 2016; Küng 2016). Therefore, this study explores how
a stakeholder marketing lens (Hillebrand et al. 2015) can enhance our understanding of a
newsroom’s relationship with its stakeholders.

With this qualitative study, we want to delve deeper into how the journalists of today
perceive the news ecosystem with its value exchanges, stakeholders, and tensions. By
zooming in on those stakeholders that are important for the financial and democratic
wellbeing of the news company (advertisers and readers), we explore how journalists deal
with this duality—pursuing revenue while performing independent journalism with the
following research question and sub-questions.

RQ: How do contemporary journalists see their role with regard to distinct stakehold-
ers in the news ecosystem?

(a) Who do journalists see as key stakeholders in the digital news ecosystem?
(b) How do journalists perceive the importance of readers and advertisers for the business

of news?
(c) How willing and capable are journalists to apply multi-stakeholder thinking regarding

readers and advertisers?

2. Theoretical Framework: A Multi-Stakeholder Perspective
2.1. The News Ecosystem: Stakeholders, Value Exchange, and Tensions

Value creation in the business of news targets three key stakeholders, namely pub-
lishers, advertisers, and readers (Gustafsson 2006). While news publishers obtain revenue
from selling journalism and advertising space, advertisers get access to an audience and
readers can consume news freely or at a low price. These three stakeholders have an
interdependent relationship with one another, in which compromises are made to offer
enough value for each stakeholder. However, since both advertisers and readers have been
shifting their attention and budgets to online platforms, news publishers’ business models
are under severe pressures (Chyi and Tenenboim 2017; McNair 2018).

To restore lost revenue, news media have taken different avenues to create a new
value exchange. Some news organisations like the New York Times were able to chase
scale while more or less maintaining their traditional revenue system of subscriptions
and advertising; however, scale has also led to several mergers and buy-outs in the past
decade, creating media markets largely dominated by a handful of media conglomerates
(Trappel and Tomaz 2021). Other news organisations introduced advertising products like
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native advertising that created new value propositions, but also new tensions between
stakeholders that have not been resolved to date (Taylor 2017; Han et al. 2018; Carlson 2015;
Aribarg and Schwartz 2019). Moreover, tensions with advertisers have led to a renewed
focus on reader revenue, mainly leading to paywalls that limit access to quality news in
favour of market-driven goals (Benson 2018). As an alternative to paywalls, some news
media have been redefining their relationship with readers via crowdfunding, membership
models, or shareholder systems built on engaged journalism (Wenzel and Nelson 2020;
Schmidt et al. 2020).

Many of these new strategies result in new tensions with readers and advertisers.
For instance, implementing paywalls requires publishers to determine what value they
actually offer their readers in exchange for money. Although the majority of people
recognize the importance of news media in society (Walker et al. 2018), only a fraction
of them is still willing to pay for online news (Chyi 2005; Fletcher and Nielsen 2017;
Skibinski and Rande 2019; Chyi and Ng 2020). Studies suggest that paywalls often lead
to frustration among readers (Cziehso 2017) and activate the so-called penny gap—even
having to pay 1 cent makes people wonder if it is worth it (Chyi 2012).

Some advertising formats have become a source of frustration for readers (Pujol et al.
2015; Carlson 2015; Goldstein et al. 2014). Currently, readers signal their dissatisfaction with
online ads by using ad blockers against targeted ads, and intrusiveness and tracking by
third parties online by fleeing to ad-free alternatives and by showing an increased attention
regarding privacy and data protection (Wielki and Grabara 2018; Goldfarb and Tucker 2012).
Moreover, we have seen the emergence of new advertising types, like native advertising,
which is online advertising that matches the form and function of editorial content. These
advertising types create new tensions between publishers and readers (Wojdynski 2016).

As illustrated above, the survival of news organisations depends on a complex and
delicate value exchange system. As we will argue below, in order to face the challenges
of the rapidly changing news ecosystem, news publishers might benefit from a more
stakeholder-inclusive mind-set.

2.2. Stakeholder Thinking at News Media

Within marketing research, stakeholder marketing theory posits that companies should
include all important stakeholders and use the stakeholder ecosystem to their advantage
(Frow et al. 2014; Hillebrand et al. 2015; Hult et al. 2011). Crucial to this approach is that
the whole company has to focus on a network of active stakeholders (systems thinking)
and accept and learn from tensions among stakeholders (paradoxical thinking), in order to
co-create value (rather than interact in dyadic relationships) and strengthen the ecosystem
by sharing control with these stakeholders (democratic thinking).

Not all stakeholders carry equal weight in the ecosystem, so it is useful to make a
distinction between primary and secondary stakeholders. Primary stakeholders are “those
groups the firm depends on for its survival and continued success” (Hult et al. 2011, p. 49).
Hult et al. (2011) identified six primary stakeholder groups, namely customers, suppliers,
employees, shareholders, regulators, and community members, ranked by importance
following the power/interest grid defined by Mitchell et al. 1997). Secondary stakeholders
are those that “influence or affect, or are influenced or affected by, the corporation, but
they are not essential for its survival” like competitors, trade associations, mass media, and
social media (Clarkson 1995, p. 107).

Stern (2008) elaborated how stakeholder thinking could be important for news media,
but no further research has been dedicated to transferring the insights of stakeholder
thinking from the marketing field to the context of news media. Stakeholder thinking could
be especially useful for companies that take a social responsibility besides their commercial
objectives, as this requires a dialogue with the surrounding stakeholders (Driessen and
Hillebrand 2013; Huempfner and Kopf 2017).

As stakeholder thinking is particularly focused on dealing with tensions between
stakeholders, this marketing field could be an interesting addition to studying the business
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of journalism. Internally, news media are struggling with the increasing tensions between
their editorial and commercial sides. The traditional setup at news media to protect the
newsroom from these tensions was a clear separation between the commercial and edi-
torial sides of news media, represented by the metaphorical concepts of a “wall” or the
“separation of Church and State” (Coddington 2015; Lauerer 2019). However, a long tradi-
tion of scholarly work has pointed out the fallibility of such a divide (Artemas et al. 2018;
Coddington et al. 2018; Lewis et al. 2008).

Several studies have showed how this framework is slowly being replaced by a culture
of “collaboration, adaptation and business thinking”, where working with other parts of the
news medium is considered necessary by editors and business managers to ensure commer-
cial sustainability (Cornia et al. 2018; Westlund et al. 2021). Many recent developments like
native advertising, cross-functional product development, and entrepreneurial journalism
have instigated the further blurring of these lines, creating internal tensions between com-
mercial and editorial departments (Coddington 2015; De Smet and Vanormelingen 2011;
Hanusch et al. 2020; Artemas et al. 2018). Merging these two sides is still a fairly new
development, and yet some consider it vital for survival in a digital age (Laursen 2018;
Newman 2019; Picard 2015; Vos and Singer 2016). However, it is not always accepted
(Boyles 2016; Holton 2016), nor without challenges (Carlson 2015; Carroll 2019; Taylor 2017).
Moreover, the financial insecurity of news media has not only increased the existing tensions
between commercial and editorial goals, but has also led to journalists internalizing these
objectives (Artemas et al. 2018; Vos and Singer 2016). The study by Duffy and Cheng (2020)
showed how, regarding the commercial–editorial relationship, editors are being “torn
between the old (ethically driven) norm of how things should be, and the emerging (eco-
nomically driven) norm of how things are” (p. 1).

A lot of scholarly work has focused on studying these changes and their effects
on newsrooms, but little research dedicates itself to expanding our understanding of
these tensions by exploring possibly effective frameworks from other research fields that
can encompass both the business and editorial sides of journalism. It is detrimental to
research the ethical challenges of this closer collaboration between commercial and editorial
departments. Moreover, it seems to become everyday practice at many news media of the
global north, so studying strategies that can guide this collaboration without compromising
the democratic purpose of news media by the commercial goals of the news business are
necessary as well. As stakeholder thinking is particularly focused on dealing with these
types of tensions, this marketing method could be an interesting addition to the studying
of the business of journalism.

For the news industry itself, adopting a stakeholder perspective can help news media
develop a sustainable and balanced compromise between all its stakeholders, which may
not be perfect but as a whole performs best for all involved. It also implies collaboration
throughout a company with all important stakeholders, such as readers and advertisers.
Digitalisation and commercialisation have led to increased pressures on journalists to
change their role perceptions to accommodate this new environment. Scholars have argued
that journalists should play an increasing role in the commercial decision making within
the news company, as news companies have to take into account both their financial and
journalistic well-being (Rafter 2016). However, are journalists prepared to take up this role?

2.3. Journalists’ Role Perceptions

The digitalisation and commercialisation of news has impacted newsrooms immensely
and has led to organisational transformations and changing practices ever since the turn
of the millennium, putting high pressure on journalists to reconstruct their professional
role (Cottle and Ashton 1999; Witschge and Nygren 2009). This led to important changes
to journalists’ role perceptions in relation to other primary stakeholders within the news
ecosystem, such as the publisher (e.g., job cuts, newsroom metrics, and business model),
readers (e.g., user-generated content, social media, and comment sections), and advertisers
(e.g., native advertising, churnalism, and commercial pressure). As outlined by Stern (2008),
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and a strong scholarly tradition, news companies have a broad range of stakeholders, but
not all of them are equally influential. Strömbäck and Karlsson (2011) surveyed journalists
on the changing influence of other actors, such as media owners, advertisers, and the
audience. They noted how journalists at the time believed that media owners especially
had increased their influence, followed by the audience and advertisers, but that journalists
still remained in control.

In line with this, Meyen and Riesmeyer (2012) developed a typology of role perceptions
that showed how some journalistic roles allowed for more influence of these stakeholders.
For example, “service providers” want to connect with the audience, “traders” look at
the audience as customers, and “promoters” try to include advertisers’ needs. Despite
being employed in an editorial department, these promoters no longer saw themselves as
journalists. Since then, the increasing digitalisation of the newsroom, the further decline
of advertising revenue, and the low willingness to pay among readers have reshaped
journalistic roles further. Grubenmann and Meckel (2017) concluded that some journalists
take this more “service-oriented” approach in an attempt to improve journalism online. In
this study, digitalization was considered a threat by one group, whereas the other group
took on a more “solutions-oriented” role. This might suggest that online journalists think
more strategically than their peers in print.

In the past decade, technological developments and financial interests have continued
motivating journalists to rediscover their audience while reimagining their relationship
(Ferrer-Conill and Tandoc 2018; Lamot and Paulussen 2020; Loosen and Schmidt 2012;
Hermida et al. 2011). Still, tensions between civic and citizen demands seem to temper the
enthusiasm among journalists for giving the audience too much influence (van der Wurff
and Schoenbach 2014; Johnson and Dade 2019; Duffy et al. 2018). Moreover, new services
focused on readers’ needs like news aggregators (Jeon and Nasr 2016) or comment sections
(Ksiazek et al. 2015) have had a negative impact on newsrooms and individual journalists
as well, tempering the enthusiasm to pull readers closer (Lewis et al. 2020). This interplay
between readers and online journalists seems to also determine journalists’ behaviors.
Coddington (2018) showed how journalists’ perceptions of their audience’s technology
demands were related to a higher use of those technologies by these journalists. These
recent studies seem to continue resonating a long-established division among journalists
between those exploring the all-audience-related opportunities of the internet and those
who remain hesitant to change their journalistic role (O’Sullivan and Heinonen 2008).

The same goes for commercial developments for news media online. There seems to
be a strong innovation-oriented discourse among journalists that might influence their role
perceptions, but when studying the interpretative repertoires of journalism students, they
still seem to hold on to traditional views of journalistic roles (Singer and Broersma 2020).
In the meantime, advertisers, ad departments, and media executives have increased the
pressure for news media to create an advertiser-friendly environment (Artemas et al.
2018; Bærug and Harro-Loit 2012; De Smet and Vanormelingen 2011; Hanusch et al. 2020;
An and Bergen 2007). Advertisers are moving from the side-line (banner ads) to a more
embedded role with native advertising and online advertising that matches the form and
function of editorial content (Wojdynski 2016). In contrast to display ads, native advertising
demands a much closer interaction with the advertiser, resulting in the development of
content studios within news media. Corporate or commercial pressure has increased
across western newsrooms and, as Hanitzsch (2011) argued, this makes journalists feel less
autonomous in their profession.

It might explain why journalists remain quite sceptical in regard to commercial and
strategic activities, as these threaten their autonomy, one of the five journalistic core values
(Deuze 2005). If they allow commercial goals and audience members to steer their decision
making, do journalists still have power over their own newsroom? This tension between
market orientation and professional autonomy resonates across different studies.

Sharing power over decision making with important stakeholders is one of the three
main skills of stakeholder thinking. If journalists see commercial activities and audience-
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centric product development as a threat to their autonomy, implementing stakeholder
thinking throughout news media becomes challenging. As Costera Costera Meijer (2020)
argues, what the audience sees as valuable journalism might not correspond with what
journalists perceive as valuable journalism, so some co-creation of value might be necessary
to assure a sustainable future for journalism. However, systems thinking, paradoxical
thinking, and democratic thinking build on each other, so even though journalists might not
yet include other stakeholders in their decision making (democratic thinking), being aware
of the stakeholder system, its value exchanges and stakeholders (systems thinking), and
seeing the tensions between stakeholders as possible opportunities to innovate (paradoxical
thinking) are important parts as well (Hillebrand et al. 2015).

Stakeholder thinking has been shown useful to help organizations deal with tensions
between ethics and business. This strategy can create a new balance in the value exchange
between the key stakeholders surrounding the news medium without the compromising of
democratic goals by commercial ones while the different departments are moving to work
closer together. Newsrooms and their journalists are a major internal stakeholder of news
media. Therefore, it is important to start with this stakeholder to explore possible opportu-
nities for stakeholder marketing to tackle the challenges of the business of journalism.

3. Methodology

To explore journalists’ perceptions of the influence of different stakeholders in the
news ecology, we conducted 14 semi-structured face-to-face interviews with journalists
working at news media organisations in Flanders, the northern, Dutch-speaking part of
Belgium. Three journalists worked at digital-first news outlets, while the other 11 worked
at legacy news organisations. The sample contained interviewees from four different
Flemish legacy news media and from two digital-first news outlets that have the dual
revenue model (audience and advertising revenue). The Flemish public broadcaster and
news media that only focus on audience revenue were excluded, because we wanted to
expand our understanding of how journalists deal with the tensions between advertisers’
and readers’ needs. We consider the selected interviewees as experts to report on the
business of news from their experience and perspective as a part of the newsroom. Four
interviewees had a leadership position as either editor-in-chief or managing editor; the
other interviewees were employed as (online) journalists. We focused only on people active
at the newsroom, because we wanted to avoid combining commercial and editorial profiles
in the sample to focus our attention on the point of view of the editorial part of news media.
The interviews took place between November and December 2018. Each interview took
between one hour and an hour and a half. Semi-structured interviews were chosen as an
adequate research method to reveal journalists’ complex (explicit and implicit) perceptions
of the ecosystem, its value exchange, and stakeholders (Flick 2018).

The first part of the interview was recorded—audio only. Using a stakeholder market-
ing lens, we based the interview protocol (see Appendix A) on three main topics: How does
the interviewee see the news ecosystem (stakeholders, value exchange, and boundaries)?
What tensions exist between stakeholders? How do journalists handle these tensions? The
interview guide was constructed in such a way that at the beginning we did not guide the
interviewee to point out stakeholders to avoid limiting the interview on the researcher’s
preconceived importance of certain stakeholders that might not have been correct. For each
identified primary stakeholder, we asked the same set of questions to create a fuller picture
of their perception of this stakeholder.

For the second part, the interviewee received a copy of the power/interest grid by
Mitchell et al. 1997), translated into Dutch, and cards of 15 stakeholders (readers, adver-
tisers, publisher, social media, platforms, policy makers, politicians, sources, subscribers,
suppliers, news media, interest groups, journalists, customers, and shareholders). The
interviewee was asked to map the different stakeholders onto the grid according to their
view on the matter. If other stakeholders were mentioned during the first phase, these
cards were created and added to the mix as well. The grid allowed the interviewee to
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compare and determine a position for each stakeholder, because it is a more fixed way of
representing the stakeholder network. While they explained the position of the different
stakeholders, we asked the interviewees to judge the positions based on their point of view:
Has it always been like this? Will it be the same in the future? Is this the ideal situation?
What should change? To this end, we also gave the interviewee a card with their group
“journalists” to place among the stakeholders and explain that position. The interaction
with the grid was filmed with the camera pointed at the grid to capture the nuance of hand
gestures and the moving of cards to the maximum extent.

We transcribed the interviews and coded them, first openly, then axially, and finally
selectively, following grounded theory (Corbin and Strauss 1990) to develop a codebook in
NVivo, from which to derive new insights and concepts as presented below. The codebook
was structured per mentioned stakeholder with subcategories for the (by journalists’) per-
ceived needs, tensions, and relationships. We used the stakeholder marketing theory as an
analytical lens to evaluate to what extent journalists engage in systems thinking, paradoxi-
cal thinking, and democratic thinking based on how they talk about certain stakeholders.

4. Results
4.1. Journalists’ View of Their Main Stakeholders

In the first part of the interviews, the journalists were asked what they perceived to be
the main stakeholders in the news ecology. All of them mentioned readers as a primary
stakeholder. Some interviewees stated that “the reader is the one we work for” (j04) and
“that’s the most essential part: the bond with our readers and everything that comes from
that” (j03). Besides readers, the journalists recognized sources: “They [sources] have more
influence, because we don’t have news without them” (j02) and advertisers: “Advertisers
. . . they have influence, because they bring in the money” (j13) as important stakeholders.

For instance, sources are seen as valuable, because they help build news stories to
attract an audience. They are considered an important stakeholder for journalists to fulfil
their role in regard to the audience: creating trustworthy and interesting content. As sources
are so detrimental to the act of news bringing, journalists assign them quite some influence:
“Of course, they have a lot of influence. Those are the people from whom we get our info”
(j11). This creates a reciprocal relationship with possible tensions as well. For instance,
journalists talked about a symbiotic relationship of give and take between journalists and
politicians as sources. There seems to be a value exchange that has been carefully balanced
with internal and external checks in place to ensure the editorial independence on the one
hand, and to maintain a fruitful source of information on the other hand.

“They [politicians] are our source, but at the same time the people we write about. We need
to question power and the parties performing that power [...] That creates an antagonistic
relationship.” (j09)

A fourth set of actors that are considered as main stakeholders are social media. During
the interviews, journalists referred to the social media platforms as major stakeholders
in the digital media ecology. Social media were seen as an important channel to increase
brand awareness and pull traffic from these platforms towards their own news sites. Their
power is measured in the traffic they sent towards news sites. The interviewed journalists
identified the influx of news content as the value they offer to social media platforms in
exchange for this traffic, but many explained that most social media platforms work fairly
independent of them, making newsrooms vulnerable and dependent. These interviewees
did not consider their news company large enough to be considered as a proper stakeholder
by social media platforms, leaving them in a more vulnerable position, especially when
their news medium is dependent on traffic from social media platforms.

“They impact the wellbeing of the company. Three quarters of our traffic comes from
social media. [...] It makes you incredibly vulnerable by being so dependent on them. It
puts you in a vulnerable position.” (j14)
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Moreover, this goal of increasing traffic away from social media platforms is against
the interests of certain social media platforms, which has led to algorithmic changes that
downplayed news content. Moreover, some interviewed journalists feared that a high
dependency on these platforms could lead to identity loss. As a result, interviewees
explained how their news medium is trying to reduce its dependence on these platforms
by focusing on direct distribution (via search among others). Social media platforms that
support this goal of attracting traffic are evaluated more positively and newsrooms actively
optimize their news stories for these platforms.

“Facebook has shot itself in the foot, because with the algorithm changes news media have
said ‘ok, we need to be less dependent on Facebook’ and evidently their influence decreases
as well.” (j08)

“You only want to use Facebook as a billboard for your content, but people have to come
to your platform.” (j07)

“If our SEO isn’t good, people won’t find us online. Then we’re screwed. [ . . . ] a large
part of our traffic comes from search [ . . . ] so we need to keep in mind the requirements
of Google to index our website.” (j02)

While interviewees seemed to agree that the economic survival of digital news media is
dependent on readers, sources, advertisers, and social media platforms, some interviewees
also mentioned the government and the media company’s shareholders as stakeholders.
These stakeholders had a more passive role. Shareholders seem to keep their distance as
long as the main business goals are met, but turn up the heat when this isn’t the case: “If the
shareholder isn’t happy or notices that profits are decreasing, this will have repercussions
for the newsroom. Not that they’ll come whip us, but our budgets will be cut.” (j06).
Interviewees noted that the government influenced changes in the news industry via
subsidies to mostly larger news media, leading to discontent among smaller players: “It’s
mainly the big companies [...] we’re just shrimps. [...] Every once in a while, we get some
crumbs.” (j14)

Journalists, in line with previous research, still have a traditional view on their role as
journalists in regard to readers and advertisers. According to them, journalists are there
to serve readers with trustworthy and interesting news stories. Advertisers were seen as
a primary stakeholder as well, but were not perceived as a function of creating a good
service for readers. An indifference, but also pragmatism, prevailed when the interviewed
journalists talked about advertisers. The interviewees saw themselves completely detached
from this stakeholder and wanted this detachment to be maintained at all costs, while at
the same time they recognized their monetary value for them. To allow a relationship,
they referred to the publisher’s side of the news medium that should deal with advertisers
and their needs. Despite research showing that the Chinese wall is more of a “curtain”
(Coddington 2015), the journalists we interviewed maintained that clear separation in their
role perception. In the following paragraphs, we will delve deeper into how they perceive
their relationship with readers and advertisers.

4.2. In Service of the Subscriber

When asked about their relationship with readers, interviewees mentioned several
value propositions they offer to convince readers to engage with their news content. First
and foremost, getting access to quality news reporting. According to the journalists we
spoke to, readers want correct and quality information to remain up to date on a wide
array of relevant topics. Readers expect that this news service is accessible regarding price,
lay-out, writing style, channel (online, offline), and type of medium (video, text, and audio).
Journalists said that by reading or subscribing to content, people accept “their lens on
the world’s events” (j09). This way, readers identify with the news medium and engage
with it, while becoming a part of their socially involved community. The provided news
service should not only keep people up-to-date, but should also be personally relevant,
giving access to in-depth reporting, expertise, and crucial information for readers’ daily
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work and lives. Besides information, journalists believed readers also wanted to be en-
tertained, amused, and surprised. In this line of thought, journalists saw themselves as
service providers.

Digitalization enables more interaction with readers and the creation of other value
propositions that readers can offer news media besides money, such as feedback, support,
or engagement with their content, but despite recognizing their role as service providers,
this did not lead to a stronger connection with the audience, as was shown in previous
research (Meyen and Riesmeyer 2012). In general, they said that they kept readers at
a distance. Some projects to engage readers in the news production cycle were seen as
positive examples, but no long-lasting reciprocal relationships were being developed at their
newsrooms. The mentioned projects were of a collaborative nature (e.g., a citizen science
effort to collect data on air quality) or requests by the newsroom to send in stories or content
regarding a certain topic. According to the interviewees, these projects mainly offered
prestige to the newsroom and recognition by their peers, generated new content or led to
other stories, helped to connect with the audience, and attracted new subscribers. Despite
this added value, these projects were called exceptions and did not lead to their newsroom
implementing learnings to increase audience engagement and were thus deemed by them
and their newsrooms as nice-to-have, but not essential. So, the interviewees recognized
that the ways to connect with readers stayed limited to mainly one-way streets. On top of
that, interviewees dismissed the value of commenters because they were “a small minority
of our readership” (j11) that “did not have a subscription” (j01). As j08 put it: “Many of my
colleagues believe they represent the reader, but barely any of them truly interacts with
them” and other interviewees pointed out that engaging with readers online “is not part of
their job” (j04). Interviewees also explained that managing the comment section was done
by a community editor or moderator. It was this person’s task to engage with the audience.

Journalists also seemed to emphasize the monetary value of readers: subscribers and
clicks (depending on their revenue model) bring in money to support their reporting. Some
journalists at ad revenue-focused media mentioned how a higher number of comments
meant more traffic and thus more ad revenue, so they argued that news media turned
a blind eye to tensions arising in the comment section in favor of higher ad revenue.
Other interviewees mentioned how failing advertising revenue led to a stronger focus on
subscribers throughout the newsroom, leading to a higher influence of subscribers. This
monetary value of readers has become crucial for newsrooms because of the low WTP for
news and the loss of digital ad revenue for news media, so the adoption of subscribers as
their target audience might be considered a necessity to survive. For instance, interviewees
spoke negatively of the past strategic decision of news media to offer free access to news.
According to them, this has been a key factor for people’s low willingness to pay for
news today.

“Digital doesn’t work as it should, because people have gotten news for free for years and
it’s hard to stimulate them now to pay.” (j06)

“I saw someone share on Facebook a news story and somebody asked for screenshots
because they couldn’t open it. [...] that’s the opposite of what the newspaper wants: people
sharing without paying.” (j12)

This strong focus on the monetary value of readers was also noticeable in how the
interviewees spoke more positively of subscribers than non-paying readers: “They [readers]
are not the target audience you keep in mind. Your target audience are the interested people
who pay.” (j12). Despite interviewees mentioning how they maintained a wall to separate
themselves from commercial departments, subscribers were being considered by several
interviewees as their target audience, rather than the larger group of readers. The concept of
subscribers comes from a commercial setting, which might seem in contrast with the active
denouncement of commercial activities by the interviewees. Implementing commercial
concepts creates a tension between newsrooms’ stances on strictly separating business and
journalism. To resolve this tension, the interviewees seem to adjust their conceptualization
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of subscribers to fit their journalistic goals. Non-paying readers were considered passers-by:
“It’s a challenge to tie young people to your brand. [...] Young readers come to you via
social media to read a piece. How do you tie them to you and how do you get them to
pay?” (j10) or reluctant payers: “People don’t feel like paying for news” (j12), “some people
pretend as if journalists need to work for free, [...] but you have to get paid” (j10). This
group was seen as less essential to the newsroom, whereas subscribers were seen as “loyal”
(j05, j10), “by definition fit with what we do” (j01), and aligned with the newsroom: “We
offer something and the readers follow us in that” (j11) and are “part of the club” (j09).
Taking a subscription was considered “the ultimate vote of confidence” (j09).

This focus on subscribers also seems to lead to more power for paying readers. Many
interviewed journalists mentioned how subscribers exert more influence, because they
can signal their dissatisfaction by cancelling their subscription, which gives them more
power over editorial decision-making than readers. Moreover, the more a news medium
becomes dependent on subscribers as their main revenue source, the stronger the influence
this stakeholder will have on the output of the news medium. However, readers were still
mostly considered as one mass. Power comes with number, both in how they are measured
and served. Individually, readers are deemed powerless and they only influenced the
newsroom of our interviewees if subscriptions or visits dropped significantly (depending
on the revenue model).

Journalists try to align this renewed focus on subscribers with their traditional role
perception of providing trustworthy, accessible, and interesting news stories as they believe
their paying audience seeks the same things. Moreover, claiming beats by producing
journalism focused on a particular issue, sector, organization, or institution over time seems
to have become a part of the marketing strategy to obtain subscribers, as j10 noted that
by promoting their expertise in certain beats over a couple of months, their subscriber
base increased. When asked if they believed these were new news subscribers or merely
converted subscribers from other media, this interviewee replied that “it is likely we
attracted subscribers from other news media”.

4.3. What about the Advertisers?

All interviewees were active at news media that had a dual revenue model of both
reader and advertising revenue, but interviewees pointed out how social media platforms
have drained the digital advertising revenue from news media and how their news medium
now strives to increase their subscription revenue rather than focus on advertising revenue.

“We [the newsroom] defended the readers, from the advertising department [ . . . ] that
clashed. Now, the more subscribers contribute to our revenue, the easier to say subscribers
belong here [high influence, high power spot] on power/interest grid.” (j08)

The value of news media for advertisers is defined by them as reach: “[Advertisers]
can surf along on the newsroom’s reach” (j11), as a reputation spill-over effect: “The
advertiser wants to spin it and connect themselves to the news medium’s quality image”
(j02), or as in–depth knowledge of a niche audience and how to reach them. In the other
direction, interviewees approached the value of advertisers for themselves pragmatically
and single-minded. If it is a large revenue source to sustain their journalism, advertisers
are considered a stakeholder, and if the advertising revenue decreases they would rather
terminate the relationship than look for ways to reinvigorate it. This position seems driven
by the perception that advertisers are a threat to independent coverage and thus any
direct relationship between journalists and advertisers has to be rejected. Interviewees
also expressed that advertisers desire to have a direct influence over the editorial output
and thus have to be kept far away from the newsroom. The interviewees rejected close
contact with the advertiser, even though they do acknowledge the monetary value of
advertisers. They still referred to the established relationship between a news medium and
advertisers, as the “Chinese wall” between the newsroom and commercial departments.
They explained how commercial departments take care of any issue related to advertisers
and the newsroom can keep its distance from advertisers. This wall, according to them,
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also exists on the news site. According to some, news content and advertorial content are
clearly separated via layout and location on the news site and yet, depending on what
spots are sold, the layout of a news site changes.

Journalists at legacy media were also very critical of native advertising, as it tends to
deceive the reader and take advantage of the medium’s reputation of independent reporting.
They are very skeptical of this ad format and see it only as an advertising product and thus
do not want to be involved in its development, nor do they take responsibility over native
advertising. They also vigorously defended clear labelling to separate their content from
advertising content.

“They’re pushing it [native advertising] quite far, that people can’t recognize it anymore
and then people feel cheated. I understand from the point of view of the media company
that this helps convince advertisers [...] but in the long run, you’re just hurting yourself
[the media company].” (j12)

Some journalists felt strengthened in their aversion toward advertisers thanks to
the growing subscription revenue. Some interviewees voiced sympathy for readers’ ad
blocking behaviors, even though their news medium tries to discourage ad blocker usage:
“Go for it, block it. [...] no worries. [readers] are more important to me than advertisers.”
(j01). They reflected back on a worse time before, when the newsroom still had to fight and
stand their ground against the influence of advertisers: “Things that were clearly separated
in print, a few years ago we had to fight that fight again digitally.” (j08). However, many
still voiced active vigilance to keep the advertiser in check now, as commercial pressure
did not decline.

“From what I hear and see, there seems to be more [commercial] pressure at news
media.” (j11)

“We made some agreements in the news company. If our newsroom detects that lines are
being crossed, we’ll intervene.” (j07)

“We feel that revenue stream shrinking and that creates tensions and unrest for the
future.” (j05)

“Advertisers can increase the pressure, but I’ll always push back.” (j02)

Others described a more reciprocal relationship that was more or less on their terms:
“It’s important to guard the hard walls between the newsroom and marketing department,
but that is an old-fashioned point of view. [...] All types of doors are being opened.” (j06).
Some mentioned that if advertisers pay enough money, they can take up a dominant space
on the website, but control is always kept by the newsroom. For example, in the case of a
scheduled news event that will be reported on extensively by the newsroom (e.g., football
championships, the Olympic Games, etc.), these plans will be shared with the commercial
departments to offer advertisers connected to that news event to buy advertising space.
The other way around (having an advertiser suggest a topic to report on) was highly
unlikely to non-existent, because this would threaten their independent coverage, and as
j02 said: “Would be the beginning of the end”. In line with this, those who mentioned
fashion magazines as an addition to the news content, considered these magazines fair
game for advertisers.

“It could be that the fashion section is being sold for a month, that an advertiser will be
added and that we’re asked to reach a certain number of visitors. [ . . . ] those are thing
that I follow up on and translate to my journalists.” (j01)

“Readers know that: ‘oh, this is about fashion, of course it has a lot of ads about fashion’.
They aren’t going to say: ‘this is all bought or I won’t see the difference between an ad
and a news story’ But if in that magazine a piece gets published on how well a brand does,
then they might start asking questions.” (j05)

Especially, journalists at digital-only news media seemed to approach the relationship
with advertisers in a more pragmatic way: “It’s a paid article, but I made sure it’s a real
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article. I don’t know if you can call it native advertising. It was more a paid collaboration.
[ . . . ] We made sure it corresponded with our values.” (j13). On the one hand, j13 tried to
find a new balance between the advertiser and the news medium by looking for shared
values. On the other hand, the relationship between the newsroom and the advertiser
becomes quite close this way.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
5.1. Certain Degree of Systems Thinking, but Limited View on Value Exchange

By using a stakeholder marketing lens, this study uncovered how journalists perceive
the duality between democratic and financial goals at news media in regards to their im-
portant stakeholders. In general, the journalists we spoke to seem to recognise stakeholders
within the ecosystem and its current tensions (high systems thinking), but they have a
limited view of the value exchange that happens between their newsrooms and the primary
stakeholders. This limited view of the stakeholder system leads to only recognising dyadic
relationships with one stakeholder at a time, in which tensions are being avoided by discon-
necting from stakeholders (advertisers) or by maintaining traditional walls and separation
(readers). Paradoxical thinking has been defined as the “capability to accept and learn from
the tension between stakeholder interests, rather than to ignore or suppress the tension”
(Hillebrand et al. 2015, p. 418). Thus, the interviewed journalists seem to be lacking the skill
of paradoxical thinking. Journalists also believe that they have to withstand all influence
from other stakeholders like advertisers and readers. They are not inclined to redraw the
power dynamics between different stakeholders in the journalistic product development to
resolve existing tensions or to expand the value exchange (democratic thinking).

Journalists seem to hold on to traditional role perceptions and see themselves as in
the service of the reader. They have a complex view of the value they offer to readers, but
believe only the monetary value of readers is essential for the news medium. This seems
to have led to a more favourable attitude towards subscribers and the devaluation of non-
paying readers, which do seem to have less value to offer them. Other types of values that
subscribers, but also non-paying readers, might offer, like feedback, engagement, content,
etc., are considered nonessential and peripheral. This means that the interviewees did not
pursue this value in their job and were seemingly not planning to do so in the future. Their
newsrooms did not support interaction between journalists and readers systematically, but
instead looked at implementing it only in one-off prestige projects and installed another
person, the moderator, to deal with comments. This shows that newsrooms are giving
more importance to their community of readers, but by assigning a specific person with
the task to engage with this community instead of incorporating it in all journalists’ job
descriptions, one could argue this actually increases the distance between the audience
and individual journalists. As concluded by Wolfgang et al. (2020) these moderators are
barely accepted by the journalism professionals and they carry little legitimacy to influence
the journalistic professional norms. So, our study further confirms that implementing
moderators to deal with comments does not seem to fulfil its role of bridging the gap
between the audience and the newsroom. Instead, interviewed journalists actually pass
the responsibility of interacting with the audience on to these moderators or community
editors. Thus, instead of decreasing the distance between the audience and newsroom with
moderators, it actually seems to maintain the wall and preserves the traditional professional
autonomy from audience involvement.

5.2. Lack of Paradoxical Thinking: Avoiding Rather Than Navigating Tensions

In regard to advertisers, any commercial influence needed to be rejected, whereas
subscribers, a commercial concept, were held in high regard and determined to some level
the editorial decision making of the interviewees. Rather than seeing the tensions with
advertisers as a challenge to be resolved, they do not try to rebalance the relationship
between news media, advertisers, and readers. Instead, they reject advertisers even more
and focus on one group with monetary value that they believe creates the least tensions
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and supports them most: subscribers. This seems to be supported by the belief that the
decline in ad revenue has unshackled their newsroom to pursue revenue that is not tainted
by commerciality: subscriptions. They also seem to believe that the dual model does not
work anymore and that by focusing on subscriptions their news medium will survive. This
is in contrast with the current struggles of media to generate enough reader revenue and
the uncertainty as to whether this revenue source can actually support journalism on its
own (Chyi and Ng 2020). For smaller, less-established news media (often digital-only) it
seems harder to discard advertising revenue and withstand commercial pressure. In this
study, this was mainly due to the fact that they were still developing a sustainable business
to support their journalism.

News media’s growing dependence on reader revenue has created a contradiction
between journalists’ anti-commercial stances and an increased focus on obtaining reader
revenue. The study by Duffy and Cheng (2020) revealed that reframing the editorial–
commercial relationship to validate it according to existing ideas, is one of the strategies
among editors to deal with the cognitive dissonance regarding the commercial–editorial
relationship. In line with this, journalists seem to redefine “subscribers” as a purely
commercial concept to one that fits these traditional role perceptions better. Subscribers are
supporters of the newsroom, even though the main value interviewees sought in readers is
monetary in nature. The existence of subscribers confirms journalists’ perceptions of the
values they bring to readers and the idea that quality always finds its (paying) audience,
even though subscribers are only a fraction of their audience (Chyi and Ng 2020). This
shows how journalists seem to have developed some paradoxical thinking skills in regard
to subscribers to resolve tensions there, but more out of necessity and as an option with
less resistance. In contrast, tensions with advertisers were considered to be proof of a bad
relationship that should be untangled or broken up completely.

5.3. Lack of Democratic Thinking: Reluctance to Share Control with Readers

Despite this strong focus on reader revenue, there seems to exist a reluctance to involve
readers in their product development and to fulfil subscribers’ needs too much, consistent
with previous research by Duffy et al. (2018). Audience metrics are a broadly used and
accepted way to understand readers’ needs, but it makes feedback dependent on the
type of metrics chosen by the news medium and newsroom (Lamot and Paulussen 2020).
Moreover, as interviewees deemed the insights from metrics as useless to guide their
editorial decisions, there are not any feedback loops in place to evaluate their work from
the point of view of readers, except for the yearly renewal of a subscription. Without
applying democratic thinking via, e.g., feedback loops or intricate insights into the needs of
their audience, product development at newsrooms becomes difficult, but interviewees
did not seem motivated to increase their understanding of the audience to improve their
news services in the future. It shows how even to their most valuable stakeholder, who
they consider crucial for the financial sustainability of their newsroom, journalists are
not allowing a stronger voice in journalistic product development and the newsroom’s
daily activities.

These results imply that the sustainable development and implementation of other
value creations in relation to multiple stakeholders, like native advertising, reader panels,
comment sections, and user-generated content within news media, become more challeng-
ing as journalists seem to refrain from paradoxical and democratic thinking. Moreover,
this might complicate the development of entrepreneurial journalists within news me-
dia, a group considered by some scholars as crucial for innovation within news media
(Boyles 2016), because entrepreneurial journalists can be supposed to implement stake-
holder thinking to develop new services and products, with a balance between the editorial
and financial goals of the news media.

The growing dependency on subscriptions as a main revenue source also seems to
lead to a more vigorous battle with other news media to lead the news cycle in order to
maintain their audience’s perception of being on top of things and not trailing behind. If
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the percentage of people who are willing to pay for news does not increase and news media
continue to go all-in on subscriber revenue, the battle to attract and maintain those few
people who are willing to pay for news will rage, possibly leading to increasing power for
paying readers.

5.4. Limitations and Future Research

News media have both a commercial and editorial side, the publisher and newsroom,
respectively. In this study we only shed light on the editorial side. Looking into the
publisher’s perception of the ecosystem (stakeholders, value exchange, and tensions) might
give a different and more comprehensive view. If news media have to deal with the
opposing views of the ecosystem of internal stakeholders, this might negatively impact
the implementation of innovation. Within journalism studies, this side has largely been
underexposed and perhaps its influence also underestimated.

In this study, we also focused on journalists, because they are central to the journalistic
process and an important starting point to explore the multi-stakeholder system. However,
these results indicate that further studies should explore how readers, subscribers, and
advertisers perceive the stakeholder ecosystem and value exchange. This might reveal dis-
crepancies between implicit and explicit assumptions about the needs of other stakeholders
and their actual reported needs. Studies by Costera Costera Meijer (2021) on valuable jour-
nalism from the audience’s point of view revealed that audience’s perceptions of valuable
journalism do not always coincide with what journalists regard as good journalism.

The qualitative insights from this study could also be further enhanced with quantita-
tive and qualitative studies on the practical implications of a stronger focus on subscribers
within the newsroom. If newsrooms continue to focus more on the needs of paying readers
and discard non-paying readers’ needs, this could mean that over time access to journalism
and more importantly agenda-setting (the impact on what topics are covered) becomes the
privilege of a small highly educated and financially strong group.

Adopting a commercial entity (subscribers) within their journalistic role perception
could lead to the development of subscription-focused analytics-like conversion as a way
to measure the value of journalistic output. As journalists seem to understand pursuing
subscribers as a compromise between financial and democratic goals, they might accept this
and absorb it into their journalist practice. Journalism scholars need to continue studying
these changes in audience analytics, especially with keeping the development of algorithms
in mind, where the reasoning behind an evaluation is not always transparent, in order to
make sure the democratic role of journalists is not diluted by commercial goals.

As a final note, we want to emphasize that this study’s exploratory nature makes
it difficult to offer generalizable insights that transcend its locality. The way a society is
structured changes the level of influence of certain stakeholders. Societies with endangered
press freedom, a different market system, or a strong (or weak) public broadcaster can have
a completely different stakeholder ecosystem of news media. Nevertheless, applying a
stakeholder marketing framework to qualitative methods can help to expose these intricate
relationships and how they influence strategies and newsroom decision making.
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Appendix A. Interview Protocol

Good morning, thank you for participating. As agreed previously via email, this
conversation will be recorded but the data will be anonymized, so it will not be possible to
connect it back to you. The interview will be about 1.5 h. During that time, we will talk
about stakeholders. These are the groups that have a stake in the wellbeing of news media.
If necessary, give the example of the car industry: tire supplier, employees, police, cities,
GPS companies, etc.

Phase 0: intro
Could you please describe your job?

Phase I: identifying stakeholders

1. If you could think about news media and how they function: which group is according
to you the most important stakeholder? Are there others?

To be asked for each important stakeholder:

2. How important is that stakeholder? And why?
3. How would you describe the relationship?
4. Do you see them as a friend or enemy? Why?
5. Do you feel like the relationship has changed the past years? Improved or deteriorated?
6. Do you have contact with that stakeholder? Why (not)?
7. How would that interaction go?
8. Whose role is it to deal with this stakeholder? Why?
9. What goes well in this relationship? What works less? Are there major hurdles?
10. If you are working, do you think about this stakeholder?
11. How can the relationship between this stakeholder and your newsroom be improved?
12. What does the stakeholder want according to you?
13. How do you know this?
14. Is it important for a journalist to know what this stakeholder wants?
15. How important is that knowledge to do your job well?
16. In which situations is it useful to work with this stakeholder?
17. What lines are drawn in such a collaboration.
18. Have there been collaborations?
19. How did these go?
20. Does this happen regularly?
21. Who takes charge of such a collaboration?

Phase II: creating the stakeholder map with the power/interest grid by Mitchell et al.
(1997)

22. Where would you place this stakeholder? Why there?
23. After placing all mentioned stakeholders;
24. Where would you place journalists?
25. Has it always been like this? What has changed? Is it still changing?

Phase III: evaluating the stakeholder network

26. Is this the most ideal situation? Should something change according to you?
27. What might happen if the needs of <stakeholder 1 with high power and high interest>

and <stakeholder 2 with high power and high interest> would be in conflict?
28. Have there been situations like that?
29. How were they resolved?

Phase IV: outro

30. Do you think it is useful to think about stakeholders?
31. What questions were difficult to answer?
32. Have things caught your eye during the conversation?
33. Do you have anything else to add?
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